
LinkedIn for Military Spouses
Make the most of your career transitions



If you remember one thing: linkedin.com/milspouse
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You’re in charge of how you tell your story



Tell your story: Be a person and not a PDF
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● Use your summary to 
connect the dots

● Be open about why you have 
a nontraditional path

● Talk about obstacles you 
have overcome

● Describe your interests and 
lessons learned

● Be specific about your 
desired next steps



You choose where to place FRG and volunteer work
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Highlight projects, publications, and volunteer work
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The algorithms matter – use LinkedIn intentionally



Your profile and preferences drive our recommendations
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Skills: 50 opportunities to train our system

● This is your chance to 
easily label your hard 
and soft skills

● Your selections here 
drive your appearance 
in recruiters’ searches

● Skills feed 
recommendations for 
courses, jobs, 
connections, etc.
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“Tag” Yourself as a Military Spouse
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Ensure your career preferences are accurate
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Be sure to signal to recruiters that you’re looking



Understand How Recruiters See You
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Use LinkedIn to search for flexible and remote work



Use preferences and job search to find remote work
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Use informational interviews to prepare for transitions



Ask for help! People are eager to support you
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“Although the idea of asking for even a small 
amount of help makes most of us horribly 
uncomfortable, the truth about modern work 
is that we rely, more than ever, on the 
cooperation and support of others.”

“Make clear that the person you want to ask 
understands your desire for help — in other 
words, you have to ask.”

“Be specific with your request and make sure 
your helper knows why you’re specifically 
asking him or her and not someone else (or 
worse, asking a group). This will make them 
feel invested in your success and 
actually want to help.”



Leverage LinkedIn’s Advanced Search
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Leverage LinkedIn’s Advanced Search
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Connect With College and University Alumni
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Find a mentor via the Career Advice Hub
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Informational Interviews: Establish A Bond and Ask For Advice
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Join Veterati and schedule a call per week
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Master the art of informational interviews
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Maintain Your Network and Learn From Your Connections
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Use ProFinder to build clientele as a freelancer
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LinkedIn’s Hidden Gem: ProFinder
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Market Your Services in Dozens of Fields
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ProFinder: How to Get There
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Supporting Your Experience: Request Recommendations



LinkedIn Learning keeps you ahead of the game



Make the Most of LinkedIn Learning
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Bridge Skills Gaps and Identify Relevant Experience
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Learn Skills to Become a Freelancer
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Get Ahead With Training for Spouses
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● Learning LinkedIn Premium

● Managing Your Career

● Freelancing Foundations

● Informational Interviewing

● Job Hunting Online

● Finding a Remote Job

● Contract/Temporary Work

● Working Remotely



Never stop brainstorming, even if you’re not actively looking



Start your search early – explore company pages
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Follow every company you’re interested in
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Dig deeper to understand company culture
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Use job postings to learn about jobs you’ve never heard of
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Brainstorm skills, explore career paths, connect with others
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Set Accurate Salary Expectations



Finally: LinkedIn is always changing
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Get the Latest Tips at blog.linkedin.com
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Find the latest courses at learning.linkedin.com/blog



One last thing!



Don’t forget: linkedin.com/milspouse
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